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During July to October of 2019, a sequence of isolated Corotating Interaction

Regions (CIRs) impacted the magnetosphere, for four consecutive solar

rotations, without any interposed Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections.

Even though the series of CIRs resulted in relatively weak geomagnetic

storms, the net effect of the outer radiation belt during each disturbance

was different, depending on the electron energy. During the August-

September CIR group, significant multi-MeV electron enhancements

occurred, up to ultra-relativistic energies of 9.9 MeV in the heart of the

outer Van Allen radiation belt. These characteristics deemed this time period

a fine case for studying the different electron accelerationmechanisms. In order

to do this, we exploited coordinated data from the Van Allen Probes, the Time

History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms Mission

(THEMIS), Arase and Galileo satellites, covering seed, relativistic and ultra-

relativistic electron populations, investigating their Phase Space Density

(PSD) profile dependence on the values of the second adiabatic invariant K,

ranging from near-equatorial to off equatorial mirroring populations. Our

results indicate that different acceleration mechanisms took place for
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different electron energies. The PSD profiles were dependent not only on the μ

value, but also on the K value, with higher K values corresponding to more

pronounced local acceleration by chorus waves. The 9.9 MeV electrons were

enhanced prior to the 7.7 MeV, indicating that different mechanisms took effect

on different populations. Finally, all ultra-relativistic enhancements took place

below geosynchronous orbit, emphasizing the need for more Medium Earth

Orbit (MEO) missions.

KEYWORDS

wave-particle interactions, electron acceleration mechanisms, substorm injections,
radiation belts, phase space density

1 Introduction

The outer Van Allen radiation belt is comprised by electron

populations which undergo a complex mix of processes (Baker

and Daglis, 2007; Reeves and Daglis, 2016; Daglis et al., 2019),

overall leading to their energization, to their loss, or even to

having no effect (Reeves et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2015a; Moya

et al., 2017). For the acceleration process, the most important

mechanisms are inward diffusion via drift-resonant interaction

with Ultra-Low Frequency (ULF) Pc4-5 waves (Schulz and

Lanzerotti, 1974; Shprits et al., 2008; Georgiou et al., 2015)

and local acceleration via gyroresonant interaction with

whistler mode chorus waves (Horne et al., 2005; Thorne et al.,

2013; Jaynes et al., 2015; Bortnik et al., 2016). Nevertheless, wave-

particle interactions with various wave modes can also lead to

electron loss, through scattering into the atmosphere (Shprits

et al., 2007; Jaynes et al., 2014; Usanova et al., 2014), while

significant losses can occur due to direct or indirect

magnetopause shadowing (Turner et al., 2012; Kim and Lee,

2014; Katsavrias et al., 2015a). This mechanism refers to electrons

being lost to the interplanetary space by crossing the

magnetosphere, with the two processes acting separately

(Staples et al., 2022): in direct magnetopause shadowing, the

compressing magnetopause crosses the electron drift paths,

while, in indirect magnetopause shadowing, the electrons are

transported outwards to the magnetopause by wave-particle

interactions.

The response of the outer radiation belt electron populations

can vary depending on the solar wind parameters, wave activity,

and the source and seed electron populations abundance and

intensity (Boyd et al., 2016; Katsavrias et al., 2019a; Nasi et al.,

2020). Additionally, the response is dependent on the driver of

the geomagnetic disturbance, e.g., Interplanetary Coronal Mass

Ejections (ICMEs) or Stream Interaction Regions (SIRs) (Shen

et al., 2017), even on the properties of the different parts of the

drivers (e.g., sheath, ejecta) (Kilpua et al., 2015; Turner et al.,

2019; Kalliokoski et al., 2022). Nevertheless, the High Speed

Streams (HSSs) that follow an SIR have been shown to be

particularly effective in producing multi-MeV electron

enhancements, mainly because of intervals of combined

southward Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) and solar

wind velocity Vsw over 500 km/s, which lead to an enhanced

magnetic reconnection rate at the dayside magnetopause

(Borovsky and Denton, 2006; Miyoshi et al., 2013; Horne

et al., 2018). In the case of persistent SIRs, when their sources

corotate around the solar rotation axis so that the SIRs affect the

magnetosphere more than once, the structures are usually called

Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) instead of SIRs (Allen

et al., 2020).

Also notable is the fact that the vast majority of the multi-

MeV electron enhancement events are characterized by

significant activity in both wave species, i.e., chorus and Pc4-5

ULF waves (Turner et al., 2013; Katsavrias et al., 2015b), which

may be concurrent or exhibiting a time lag. Moreover, several

simulations have indicated that both local acceleration by chorus

and radial diffusion by ULF waves were needed to reproduce the

observed relativistic electron flux (Li et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2016).

One step further, Jaynes et al. (2015) proposed that for the

acceleration of electrons at ultra-relativistic energies (higher

than 2–3 MeV), a two-step acceleration is needed; first, a

gyro-resonance acceleration of seed electrons to relativistic

energies, and then further acceleration via inward radial

diffusion by ULF Pc5 waves. This scenario was later verified

by observations and simulation during the April-May 2017 event

(Katsavrias et al., 2019b). Nevertheless, the latter authors

indicated that this scenario was valid for electrons with

energies up to 5 MeV, and it could not explain the

energization of even more energetic electrons. On the other

hand, Allison and Shprits, (2020) showed that extreme plasma

density depletions may favor local heating of electrons up to

7.7 MeV due to rapid increase of the energy diffusion coefficients,

thus suggesting an additional step to the acceleration. However,

most studies which investigate the matter of the dominant

acceleration mechanism, in contrast with loss mechanisms

(Turner et al., 2014), are based on single values of the second

adiabatic invariant (K), neglecting the impact of the two

acceleration mechanisms on equatorial or off-equatorial

mirroring electrons.

From a space weather point of view, this kind of events,

leading to the energization of electrons up to or over 7.7 MeV, is

quite rare, but poses a severe threat to space assets. Therefore,

they are of great interest to the scientific community, and efforts
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have been devoted to their prediction. In the scope of SafeSpace, a

project funded by Horizon 2020 that aims at advancing space

weather nowcasting and forecasting capabilities and,

consequently, at contributing to the safety of space assets

through the transition of powerful tools from research to

operations, we examine the relative contribution of

acceleration mechanisms during a group of Corotating

Interaction Regions (CIRs) that impacted the magnetosphere

for four consecutive solar rotations, leading to mostly moderate

storms, that occurred during the second half of 2019 (Hajra and

Sunny, 2022). However, only one out of the four CIR groups did

result in extreme electron acceleration, leading to the

enhancement of up to 9.9 MeV electrons in the heart of the

outer radiation belt. This paper is the first part (observational

part) of the study, where we exploit coordinated measurements

from several spacecraft (Van Allen Probes, Galileo, Arase and

THEMIS) to investigate the conditions that led to this multi-

MeV electron enhancement, focusing on the evolution of Phase

Space Density (PSD) radial profiles at different K values. The

structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present the

data and the methodology followed, in Section 3 we present a

detailed description of the event, in terms of solar wind

properties, geomagnetic parameters, wave activity, electron

density and flux intensity, while in Section 4 we examine the

electron PSD profiles.

2 Data selection and methodology

2.1 Solar wind parameters, geomagnetic
indices, and wave activity

We obtain the 1-min resolution values of several solar wind

parameters and geomagnetic indices from the NASA OMNIWeb

database, i.e., the solar wind velocity (Vsw), the solar wind

dynamic pressure (Psw), the z component of the

Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF), and the geomagnetic

index SYM-H. Using OMNIWeb data, we also calculate the

location of the dayside magnetopause (LMP), following the

model of Shue et al. (1998), and the MLT-averaged location

of the plasmapause (LPP), following the model of O’Brien and

Moldwin (2003). Additionally, we use 1-min resolution data of

the SuperMAG Lower envelope (SML) auroral electrojet index

from the SuperMAG database. The SML index (Gjerloev, 2012) is

an extension of AL index, as it is calculated using data from up to

100 stations instead of 12, and is similarly used for the

identification of substorms (Newell and Gjerloev, 2011).

For the Very Low Frequency (VLF) whistler-mode chorus

waves, we use the Magnetic Local Time (MLT) averaged lower-

band wave amplitude, corresponding to frequencies in the

0.1–0.5 fce range, where fce is the equatorial electron gyro-

frequency (Li et al., 2013). The model uses precipitating

electron fluxes measured by the Medium Energy Proton and

Electron Detector (MEPED) of the Space Environmental

Monitor (SEM-2; Evans and Greer, 2004) on board the Polar

Orbiting Environmental Satellites (POES) of the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the

Meteorological Operational (Metop) satellites of the European

Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

(EUMETSAT). This method is derived from the electron

precipitation driven by wave-particle interactions with chorus

waves, and thus provides an extensive L and MLT coverage, as

this constellation consists of up to six sun-synchronous satellites

in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). The magnetic coordinates are

provided by the POES and Metop ephemeris. Even though

this method gives a proxy of VLF wave amplitude, it has the

advantage of not being limited by the azimuthal location of the

spacecraft. Therefore, we can have an estimation of the wave

amplitude without needing multiple spacecraft in different

MLTs, which is ideal for qualitative comparisons, such as the

one in this study.

We note here that the method for the computation of the

chorus wave amplitude does not produce L* values. Instead, we

will cautiously use the provided L values, keeping in mind that

the difference between L-L* values generally gradually increases

with increasing radial distance. For a dipole-like magnetic field

the L would be sufficient, but in the terrestrial magnetosphere the

dipole approximation fades while moving outward. Additionally,

this approximation is valid only during quiet times (Schulz and

Lanzerotti, 1974), while, during active times, the modulations of

the nightside magnetic field and dayside magnetopause should be

accounted for, affecting the L-L* difference (Turner et al., 2014).

However, for qualitative comparisons such as in this study, where

we are mostly interested in the temporal dependence of the

selected parameters, we believe that the use of both L and L* will

not affect the nature of our results.

For the Ultra-Low Frequency (ULF) waves, we are interested

in the Pc4-5 range (frequency of 2–25 mHz). We use their Power

Spectral Density (PSDB,E), acquired from the EU-H2020 SafeSpace

database. Themethod of its computation is presented in Katsavrias

et al. (2022), and uses magnetic and electric field measurements

from the Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM; Auster et al., 2008) and

the Electric Fields Instrument (EFI; Bonnell et al., 2008) on board

the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during

Substorms (THEMIS) A, D, and E satellites. For the magnetic

coordinates, the International Radiation Belt Environment

Modeling (IRBEM) library (Bourdarie and O’Brien, 2009) the

Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005 model (TS04; Tsyganenko and

Sitnov, 2005) have been used.

2.2 Electron data

2.2.1 Electron density
For the electron density, we use (level-4) data from theWaves

instrument of the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite
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and Integrated Science (EMFISIS; Kletzing et al., 2013)

instrument suite on board the Van Allen Probes (former

Radiation Belt Storm Probes—RBSP), following Kurth et al.

(2015). The magnetic coordinates are provided by the

Energetic Particle, Composition, and Thermal Plasma

instrument suite (ECT; Spence et al., 2013), calculated via the

TS04 model. During the period of interest, only Van Allen Probe

A was active (Probe B was terminated on 16/7/2019), so we use

only the corresponding measurements hereafter.

2.2.2 Electron flux intensity
For the electron flux intensity in low L range (L* < 5.8), we

use data from the Van Allen Probe A and the Arase (or

Exploration of energization and Radiation in Geospace—ERG)

satellite (Miyoshi et al., 2018a), as the concurrent operation of the

two missions in 2017–2019 provided a unique opportunity to

obtain uniform-quality measurements used in several other

studies (Miyoshi et al., 2022).

From the Van Allen Probe A, we use spin-averaged

differential flux measurements (level-2 data) and pitch angle

resolved differential flux measurements (level-3 data) from the

Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS; Blake et al., 2013)

and the Relativistic Electron Proton Telescope (REPT; Baker

et al., 2012), where the magnetic coordinates are provided by the

ECT suite with the use of the TS04 model. The MagEIS

measurements are background corrected (Claudepierre et al.,

2015), keeping data with less than 75% background error. The

MagEIS and REPT measurements have been cross-calibrated

(Sandberg et al., 2021) using measurements of the extremely

high-energy electron experiment (XEP) instrument (Higashio

et al., 2018) of the Arase satellite as a reference.

From the Arase satellite, we use unidirectional flux

measurements (level-3) from the High-energy Electron

Experiments (HEP; Mitani et al., 2018) instrument, both from

its Low unit (HEP-L) and High unit (HEP-H), with the magnetic

coordinates of the Arase ephemeris, calculated using the IRBEM

library and the TS04 model. In this study, the measurements of

HEP have been slightly rescaled using measurements from the

XEP instrument as a reference, using the factors shown in

Supplementary Tables S1, S2.

For the electron flux intensity in high L range (L* > 5.8), we

use data from the Galileo and THEMIS satellites.

From the Galileo spacecraft, we use omni-directional

measurements (level-1, version 2; Sandberg et al., 2022) as

derived by measurements from the Environment Monitoring

Unit (EMU; Sandberg et al., 2019). The magnetic coordinates

were derived using the UNILIB library (Heynderickx et al., 2000),

assuming the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)

model for the internal, and the quiet Olson and Pfitzer, 1977

model (Olson and Pfitzer, 1977) for the external magnetic field

components.

From the THEMIS A, D, and E spacecraft, we use pitch angle

resolved data from the Solid State Telescope (SST; Angelopoulos

et al., 2008). The measurements have been processed and

provided by ONERA-DPHY-ERS team. For the magnetic

coordinates, the IRBEM library and the TS04 model have

been used.

2.2.3 Electron phase space density
Using the aforementioned pitch angle resolved data, we

calculate the electron Phase Space Density (PSD) as a

function of the three adiabatic invariants (μ, Κ, and L*),

following Chen et al. (2005) and Nasi et al. (2020). As we

want to keep track of specific electron populations, we define

the following value ranges for the adiabatic invariants:

• μ = 100, 1,000, and 5,000 MeV/G, corresponding to seed,

relativistic and ultra-relativistic electrons (E =

0.2–0.5 MeV, E = 1–2 MeV, E = 2.8–5 MeV respectively,

at L* = 4.5, for the selected K values).

• Κ = 0.03, 0.09, and 0.15 G1/2RE.

• L* = 3–8 RE, with dL* = 0.1 RE, to study the inner

magnetosphere in detail.

To calculate the electron PSD, we use data from three distinct

missions, in order to achieve an extensive coverage in MLT and L*.

In low L* range, we use the electron flux data from MagEIS and

REPT instruments of the Van Allen Probe Amentioned above, with

themagnetic field (level-3) data of the FXGmagnetometer (Kletzing

et al., 2013). These are combined with the HEP-L and HEP-H

electron flux data mentioned above, with the spin-averaged

magnetic field (level-2) data of the Magnetic Field Experiment

(MGF; Matsuoka et al., 2018) of Arase. In high L* range, we use

the electron flux data from SST instruments of THEMIS satellites

mentioned above, with the magnetic field (level-2) data of the

Fluxgate Magnetometers (FGM) of each spacecraft.

3 Event description and properties

3.1 Solar wind parameters and
geomagnetic indices

The event we examine covers the period of July to October of

2019. Figure 1 presents the solar wind velocity (Vsw), the solar wind

dynamic pressure (Psw), the z component of the interplanetary

magnetic field (Bz), the geomagnetic index SYM-H, the SML auroral

electrojet index, the location of the daysidemagnetopause (LMP) and

the MLT-averaged location of the plasmapause (LPP) plotted over

the logarithm of the electron density (ne), for the time period of 1/7/

2019 to 15/10/2019. During this period, and approximately every

28 days, a group of Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) impacted

the magnetosphere, as seen in the solar wind velocity and pressure

time profiles (Figures 1A,B), dividing the full time period in four CIR

groups of similar velocity structure. In each CIR group, a CIR

followed by a slower stream (Vswmax ≈ 400–600 km/s) arrives,
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FIGURE 1
(A) The solar wind velocity Vsw (km/s), (B) the solar wind dynamic pressure Psw (nPa), (C) the southward component Bz (nT) of the interplanetary
magnetic field, and (D) the geomagnetic index SYM-H (nT), all plotted using data form the OMNIWeb database. (E) The SML auroral electrojet index
(nT; data from the SuperMAG database), (F) the location of the dayside magnetopause LMP (RE; calculated following the model of Shue et al. (1998),
using data from the OMNIWeb database) and (G) the MLT-averaged location of the plasmapause LPP (RE; black line; calculated following the
model of O’Brien & Moldwin (2003), using data from the OMNIWeb database) plotted over the logarithm of the electron density ne (cm

−3; colored
plot; calculated following Kurth et al. (2015), using data from the EMFISIS database; binned for dT = 3 h, dL = 0.25 RE). All plots correspond to the time
period of 1/7/2019 to 15/10/2019.
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which is accompanied by a second CIR followed by the fastest

stream of each group (Vswmax > 650 km/s).

During the whole time period, we notice that the maximum

velocity (Figure 1A) of the first stream of each group ranges

between 440–570 km/s, and the maximum velocity of the fastest

stream of each group ranges between 660–810 km/s. These

maximums exhibit an increase, moving from the first to the

third CIR group, with the fastest of all being the stream of the

third CIR group, impacting the magnetosphere on 30/8 (12:00),

which is also the most prolonged, with the Vsw remaining

elevated for at least 10 days. Each fast stream coincides with a

pressure pulse (Figure 1B), with a maximum ranging between

8–20 nPa. Even though the third group exhibits the largest

maximum velocity, the pressure pulse it coincides with,

arriving on 30/8, is the weakest in magnitude. The dynamic

pressure reaches a maximum of only 8.8 nPa, but remains

elevated (over 4 nPa) for at least 24 h.

Similarly, the behavior of the Bz component of the IMF

(Figure 1C) during the third CIR group exhibits intense and

prolonged fluctuations but with a rather small amplitude, only

reaching up to ±10 nT, compared with the rest of the CIR groups

that reach ±15 nT. Nevertheless, all groups, except for the first,

result in the manifestation of moderate geomagnetic storms,

reaching SYM-H ≈ −60 nT (Figure 1D), with the storm of the

third group being again more prolonged than the rest, starting on

31/8 and returning to the pre-CIR levels after 12 days (11/9). Its

SYM-H minimum value is −63 nT, reaching it twice, on 1/9 and

2/9. The combination of elevated solar wind velocity and

persistently southward Bz results in an enhanced magnetic

reconnection rate at the dayside magnetopause, which in turn

leads to the main difference of the third group considering the

geomagnetic impact; an extreme substorm. This is evident in the

SML index (Figure 1E), which, after the fastest stream of the third

group, reaches the values of −1800 nT on 31/8 and −2038 nT on

1/9, and even fluctuates at around or less than −1,000 nT for

3 days (from 31/8 to 2/9), while the rest of the CIR groups result

in weaker and shorter substorm activity.

Following the behavior of the solar wind pressure, the

magnetopause (Figure 1F) exhibits a big compression during

the first and second CIR group, reaching between L = 7–8, but

during the third and fourth groups the compression is moderate,

hardly reaching L = 8. However, the magnetopause compression

during the third group is again the most prolonged (1–3/9) as a

result of the aforementioned enhanced reconnection rate at the

dayside magnetopause. The location of the plasmapause

(Figure 1G, black line) follows the behavior of the electron

density very well in all CIR groups, except for the third,

where it seems to reach a plateau at L = 3.5, indicating that

the semi-empirical model of O’Brien and Moldwin (2003) does

not adequately depict the plasmaspheric erosion during events

such intense as the one of the third CIR group, even though it

matches almost perfectly with the density patterns during the rest

of the CIR groups. Additionally, the electron density (Figure 1G,

colored plot) seems to exhibit depletions after the fastest streams

of each group, with the depletion following the third group being

the most intense, reaching values under 102 cm−3 down to L = 3,

remaining depleted for at least 3 days, and also remaining under

102.5 cm−3 down to L = 4.5 for nearly 10 days.

We notice that the substorm activity, the magnetopause

compression, as well as the density depletions of the third and

fourth CIR group exhibit similarities, even though the rest of the

parameters are not so similar.

3.2 Wave activity

Considering the wave activity, Figure 2 presents the MLT-

averaged whistler-mode chorus wave amplitude, and the

logarithm of the compressional magnetic (PSDB) and

azimuthal electric (PSDE) component of the Power Spectral

Density of Ultra-Low Frequency (ULF) waves of the Pc4-5

range (2–25 mHz), along with the mean Power Spectral

Density for the whole event duration, and for the duration of

the fastest streams of the four studied CIR groups, separately.

We notice that the fastest CIR of each group results in chorus

wave excitation (Figure 2A), generally in the range of L = 4–7.5.

The third group exhibits the most intricate behavior, with the

amplitude reaching approximately 80 pT on 31/8 (L = 4–7) and

over 100 pT on 1/9, at the same L range, following the behavior of

the SML index. By late 2/9 the activity moves outward (L > 6).

The wave activity remains elevated during the course of the

10 days after the initial wave excitement. Overall, the third CIR

group results in the most intense and prolonged chorus wave

activity, following the extreme substorm activity. We note that

the fourth CIR group exhibits also prolonged chorus activity,

similar to the third group, that coincides with a significant and

prolonged depletion of the electron density. Nevertheless, during

the fourth CIR group, the chorus amplitudes are less intense,

probably due the less intense substorm activity (in terms of SML

index).

Considering the ULF Pc4-5 waves, we notice that both

components of their Power Spectral Density (Figures 2C, E)

exhibit the most prominent and persistent enhancements during

the third CIR group, similar to the chorus activity. In detail, the

compressional magnetic component PSDB exhibits broadband

oscillations, with power reaching over 102 nT2/Hz during 30/8–2/

9, with maximum that coincides with the maximum Psw.

Similarly, the azimuthal electric component PSDE reaches over

102 (mV/m)2/Hz during 31/8–4/9, which coincides with

Vsw >600 km/s. We note that the PSDB of the third and

fourth CIR groups are similar in mean power and more

intense than the mean PSDB of the first two groups. On the

other hand, the mean PSDE is similar during all groups except for

the second, while all of the different time periods exhibit a peak

wave activity at f ≈ 3 mHz, which corresponds to the drift

frequencies of 1–2 MeV electrons.
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3.3 Electron flux intensity

Considering the response of the outer belt electrons during

the four studied CIR groups, we examine the omni-directional

electron fluxes during the studied period. Figure 3 presents the

logarithm of the omni-directional electron flux intensity, using

data from Van Allen Probe A and Galileo spacecraft, combining

selected channels of similar energies for a full coverage of the

inner magnetosphere, presenting seed (≈0.3 MeV), relativistic

(≈1.8 MeV), and ultra-relativistic electrons (≈4.2, ≈7.7 and

≈9.9 MeV). Where available, the top panels (L = 5.5–8.5)

depict omni-directional flux (FEDO) from Galileo spacecraft,

and the bottom panels (L = 2.5–5.5) depict spin-averaged

differential flux (FESA) from Van Allen Probe A, with the

selected energy channels mentioned on the right. (A more

detailed version of Figure 3, focused only on the duration of

the third CIR group, can be found in Supplementary Figure S1).

The seed electron fluxes (≈0.3 MeV, Figures 3A, B) exhibit

significant enhancements following the substorm activity, as

indicated by the SML index. The most intense and prolonged

flux enhancement emerges after the fastest stream of the third

group arrives, reaching fluxes over 107 (MeV cm2 sr s)−1 after 31/8

FIGURE 2
(A) The MLT-averaged amplitude of Very Low Frequency (VLF) lower-band whistler-mode chorus waves (pT; calculated following Li et al.
(2013), using data from the POES and Metop database; binned for dT = 3 h, dL = 0.5 RE), for the time period of 1/7/2019 to 15/10/2019. The bottom
panels (C,E) present the logarithm of the Pc4-5 range (2–25 mHz) Ultra-Low Frequency (ULF) wave compressional magnetic (PSDB) and azimuthal
electric (PSDE) component of the Power Spectral Density (calculated following Katsavrias et al. (2022), using data from the THEMIS database,
binned for dT = 6 h, dL* = 0.5 RE), for the time period of 1/7/2019 to 15/10/2019. The panels on the left (B,D) present themean Power Spectral density
(nT2/Hz for PSDB, (mV/m)2/Hz for PSDE) for thewhole time period (black dashed curves), and for the duration of the fastest streams of each one of the
four studied CIR groups separately (colored curves; legend over panel B).
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FIGURE 3
The logarithmof electron flux intensity [(MeV cm2 sr s)−1] for seed [E ≈0.3MeV, panels (A,B)], relativistic [E ≈ 1.8 MeV (C,D)] and ultra-relativistic electrons
[E≈4.2 MeV (E,F), E≈ 7.7 MeV (G), E≈9.9 MeV (H)] usingdata fromVanAllenProbeA for L=2.5–5.5RE and fromGalileo spacecraft for L=5.5–8.5RE, binned
for dT = 3 h, dL = 0.25 RE, for the time period of 1/7/2019 to 15/10/2019. The selected energy channels of each spacecraft are mentioned on the right.
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(06:00), with themaximum flux reaching over 107.5 (MeV cm2 sr s)−1

emerging in L = 3.5–5.5 on 31/8 (12:00), 1/9 and 2/9. Over L =

3.5 the seed electron population slowly decays, with two more series

of injections occurring in the next 10 days, with the outer radiation

belt exhibiting fluxes of over 106.5 (MeV cm2 sr s)−1 at L = 4–5.5.

Under L = 3.5, after 1/9, the slot region gets filled with these seed

electrons, remaining there for over 15 days.

Important features of the seed electron behavior are the

following: Multiple injections, following the substorm activity,

can be seen throughout the duration of the third CIR group,

while the rest of the groups exhibit only one major injection with

the seed electron fluxes gradually returning to their pre-event

values. This multi-step filling of the outer radiation belt seems to

characterize only the third group. This behavior leaves the outer

belt to its initial state, following the first and second CIR groups,

indicating that there is no significant pre-conditioning that could

affect the efficiency of the third group in producing relativistic

electrons. Additionally, the third group produces the most

intense and persistent filling of the slot region, compared to

the rest.

The relativistic electrons (≈1.8 MeV, Figures 3C, D) similarly

exhibit a significant enhancement, after the fastest stream of the

third group, which is the most prominent flux enhancement

between the four groups. The fluxes reach over 105 (MeV cm2 sr

s)−1 at L = 4.5–5.5 on 31/8 (15:00, namely 9 h after the seed

electron enhancement), until 16/9. The strong enhancement

reaches the lowest L values compared to the rest of the

groups, down to L = 4. Generally, the fluxes remain intense

until 27/9, when the next CIR arrives.

The ultra-relativistic electrons of ≈4.2 MeV (Figures 3E, F)

are almost strictly measured by the Van Allen Probe A, as the

Galileo satellite detected an enhancement only for some days

during CIR group 3, and only under 6.6 RE, which indicates that

these electrons are confined inside of the geosynchronous orbit.

In detail, the ≈4.2 MeV RBSP-A fluxes reach values over

104 (MeV cm2 sr s)−1 after 1/9 (09:00, namely 18 h after the

≈1.8 MeV electron enhancement). Furthermore, the ≈4.2 MeV

population is progressively observed at lower L-shells (roughly

down to L = 3.5).

Moving on, the ≈7.7 MeV electrons (which are only

presented with data from the Van Allen Probes A REPT

instrument; (Figure 3G) reach flux values over 102.5 (MeV cm2

sr s)−1 on 2/9 (06:00, namely 21 h after the ≈4.2 MeV electron

enhancement) at L = 4.5–5. The population moves inward, down

to L = 3.75 up to 12/9, and then remains in the L =

3.75–4.25 range until 27/9. On the other hand, the ≈9.9 MeV

electrons (Figure 3H) reach values over 101 (MeV cm2 sr s)−1 after

1/9 (21:00, namely 9 h before the ≈7.7 MeV electron

enhancement; this is more evident in Supplementary Figure

S1). The population rapidly decays remaining contained

mostly at L = 4.5-5, until just 7/9. The third CIR group is the

only one out of the whole studied period that leads to the

enhancement of this population of electrons, up to almost

10 MeV, for at least half an order of magnitude, in the heart

of the outer Van Allen radiation belt. The enhancement of the

9.9 MeV electrons before the 7.7 MeV population is peculiar.

Nevertheless, we will not focus on this feature, as there are no

PSD calculations available for these energies, thus, we cannot

reach any robust conclusions on the mechanism or timing of

their acceleration.

We note that, before the enhancements that follow the fastest

streams of the CIR groups, the relativistic and ultra-relativistic

electron populations lie at non-enhanced states, meaning that

there is no pre-conditioning before the periods of the

studied CIRs.

4 Electron phase space density results

Continuing our study, and in order to investigate the

acceleration mechanisms leading to the aforementioned

multi-MeV electron enhancements, we examine the Phase

Space Density radial profiles focusing on the third CIR

group. In Figure 4, the selected dates (28/8–3/9) cover the

period from 2 days before the arrival of the CIR (28/8), until all

the electron populations are enhanced, and the solar wind

velocity begins to decrease. In detail, we present the radial

profiles of the electron PSD, using data from Van Allen Probe

A and Arase spacecraft for L*<5.8 (on the left of the vertical

dashed lines) and from THEMIS spacecraft for L*>5.8 (on the

right of the vertical dashed lines). As we have not performed

any calibration to the THEMIS data, in order to produce

smooth radial profiles, we have divided the THEMIS PSD

by a factor of two for μ = 100 MeV/G and by a factor of six

for μ = 1,000 MeV/G electrons; these values were selected

based on the K = 0.03 G1/2RE plots, in order to achieve a

good alignment of the curves. Moreover, the electron PSD is

presented for three selected values of the second adiabatic

invariant: K = 0.03, 0.09, and 0.15 G1/2RE (top, middle, bottom

row panels of Figure 4, respectively). These K values

correspond to populations ranging from near-equatorial to

smaller equatorial pitch angles. Furthermore, the PSD is

presented for three values of the first adiabatic invariant:

μ = 100, 1,000, and 5,000 MeV/G (left, middle, right column

panels of Figure 4, respectively). During the selected period,

and at L* = 4.5, these μ values correspond to 0.2–0.5 MeV,

1–2 MeV, 2.8–5 MeV. This suggests that (at L* = 4.5) the value

of μ = 100 MeV/G covers the seed electron population of

≈0.3 MeV (so we can compare with the fluxes of Figures

3A, B), the value of μ = 1,000 MeV/G covers the relativistic

electron population of ≈1.8 MeV (fluxes of Figures 3C, D), but

the value of μ = 5,000 MeV/G covers only the ultra-relativistic

population of ≈4.2 MeV (fluxes of Figures 3E, F), and does not

cover the ultra-relativistic populations of ≈7.7 and ≈9.9 MeV.

In order to examine the PSD of these populations, we would

need larger values of μ, which we do not have the coverage for,
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with these specific spacecraft. Moreover, we note that the

aforementioned energy ranges per L* and per μ value are

also affected by the values of K; so each of the 3 K values in

reality corresponds to even more strict energy ranges per

population. (More information can be found at

Supplementary Figure S2).

FIGURE 4
The radial profiles of the electron Phase Space Density (PSD), using data from the Van Allen Probe A and the Arase satellite for L* = 3–5.8 RE (on
the left of the vertical dashed lines) and from the THEMIS A, D, and E satellites for L* = 5.8–7.8 RE (on the right of the vertical dashed lines) for selected
dates of the third CIR group, during 28/8–4/9/2019. From top to bottom, the values of K = 0.03, 0.09, and 0.15 G1/2RE are presented [panels (A,B,C),
(D,E,F), and (G,H,I), respectively]. From left to right, the values of μ = 100, 1,000, and 5,000 MeV/G are presented [panels (A,D,G), (B,E,H), and
(C,F,I), respectively]. The fastest CIR of the third CIR group arrives on 30/8, 12:00. The THEMIS PSD is presented here divided by a factor of two for μ=
100 MeV/G and divided by a factor of six for μ = 1,000 MeV/G. These values were selected based on the K = 0.03 G1/2RE plots, in order to achieve a
good alignment of the curves.
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Considering the K = 0.03 G1/2RE electrons, the μ = 100 MeV/

G (Figure 4A) population exhibits significant enhancement at all

L* values (approximately two orders of magnitude at L* = 4) that

coincides with the beginning of the intense substorm activity (late

30/8, cyan to light green) and lasts until the end of the examined

period. In agreement with the behavior of ≈1.8 MeV flux, the

1,000 MeV/G population (Figure 4B) increases on 31/8 (green)

and exhibits clear rising peaks roughly at the L* = 4.5–5 range,

indicating signatures of local acceleration by chorus waves. The

latter is also in agreement with the significant intensification of

chorus waves on 31/8 and at L = 4–7. Considering the

5,000 MeV/G population (Figure 4C), on the other hand, the

behavior of the PSD is quite different, exhibiting a fast increase

during 31/8 and 1/9 (from cyan to yellow) in the L* = 3.5-5 range,

with the shape of the PSD, exhibiting increasing gradients,

indicating radial diffusion driven by ULF waves. Nevertheless,

we note that even though the latter scenario is possible (it would

require a population of approximately 2 MeV beyond L* = 5,

which is consistent with the observations in panel D of Figure 3),

we cannot rule out the possibility of rising peaks beyond L* =

5 due to lack of available data (at such high energies only REPT

on board RBSP-A provides flux measurements). After 4/9, both

the 1,000 and 5,000 MeV/G populations exhibit gradual decrease

at L*>4, which indicates outward radial diffusion and subsequent
losses to the outer boundary. (This time period is shown in

Supplementary Figure S3).

Continuing to the next value of K (0.09 G1/2RE, Figures

4D–F), we observe significant differences in the PSD radial

profiles, especially for the ultra-relativistic population. The

most striking difference, in comparison to the near equatorial

population, is for the 5,000 MeV/G electrons (Figure 4F) that

exhibit clear rising peaks, again at the L* = 4.5–5 range. At the

same extent, the 1,000 MeV/G population (Figure 4E) exhibits an

approximately two orders of magnitude enhancement, similar to

the K = 0.03 G1/2RE, and rising peaks at the L* = 4.5-5 range, but

the peaks are more pronounced compared to the lower K

population. The aforementioned features of the relativistic and

ultra-relativistic populations are even more pronounced as we

move to higher K values (0.15 G1/2RE, Figure 4, panels H and I,

respectively). After 4/9 (Supplementary Figure S3), the evolution

of the PSD indicates gradual decrease at L*>4, similar to the K =

0.03 G1/2RE population, for both the 1,000 and the 5,000 MeV/G

electrons.

5 Discussion

During the second half of 2019, a sequence of Corotating

Interaction Regions impacted the magnetosphere for four

consecutive solar rotations, dividing the time period from July to

October in four CIR groups of similar velocity structure. The high

speed streams that follow such interaction regions are known to be

more effective (compared to CMEs) in producing multi-MeV

electron enhancements (Miyoshi & Kataoka, 2005; Borovsky and

Denton, 2006; Miyoshi et al., 2013; Horne et al., 2018) and this

selected time period is particularly interesting, as it consists of a

series of consecutive, well defined and isolated CIRs and HSSs

without any interposed CMEs. Furthermore, we have shown that

only one out of (more than) four CIRs was able to produce

significant electron acceleration to ultra-relativistic energies. We

must note that all four groups of CIRs exhibited similar minima and

maxima of the SYM-H and Kp index, respectively, with SYM-Hmin

≈ -60 nT and Kpmax ≈ 5.5. The fact that only one of the CIRs

produced this multi-MeV electron enhancement emphasizes the

discussion concerning the insufficiency of geomagnetic indices to

characterize radiation belt dynamics (Schiller et al., 2014; Katsavrias

et al., 2015a).

The solar wind parameters during these multi-MeV electron

enhancements following the third CIR group were characterized by

a combination of intense and prolonged Vsw and southward Bz,

which led to enhanced rate of magnetic reconnection at the dayside

magnetopause and, consequently, a series of intense substorm

injections even down to L = 3. Even though all studied CIR

groups resulted in moderate storms, they all led to seed electron

injections at least down to L = 4. However, during the third CIR

group, whichwas characterized by intense substorm activity (Turner

et al., 2015), the injections were able to reach lower L-shells, even in

the slot region. In turn, the intense substorm activity gave rise to

intense chorus wave activity (Li et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2022) for at

least 10 days. Beside the intense chorus wave activity, there was also

significant and broadband ULF wave activity in both the

compressional magnetic and the azimuthal electric component,

which in turn coincided with the prolonged pressure pulse of the

corresponding interaction region and the high values of Vsw,

respectively. This result is consistent with Katsavrias et al. (2022)

who found a significant correlation between the magnetic and

electric component of the radial diffusion coefficient and the

solar wind pressure and speed, respectively. The concurrent

activity of both wave species is a common feature during events

with multi-MeV electron enhancements. As has been suggested by

Simms et al. (2021), their combined effect is usually stronger than

expected by the two wave species separately.

Considering the effect of this event on the omni-directional

electron fluxes, we studied five main electron populations: seed

electrons of ≈0.3 MeV, relativistic electrons of ≈1.8 MeV, and

ultra-relativistic electrons of ≈4.2, ≈7.7 and ≈9.9 MeV. All

populations exhibited no significant pre-conditioning. The

combination of multiple seed electron injections to the inner

magnetosphere and the relatively low dynamic pressure during

the third CIR group led to minimal losses via magnetopause

shadowing, thus sustaining the seed electron population in the

outer belt. The most intriguing result was that, even though the

flux increase exhibited a time-lag of a few hours for increasing

energies up to 7.7 MeV, the 9.9 MeV electrons were enhanced

approximately 9 h before the 7.7 MeV population. This suggests

different acceleration mechanisms. Shprits et al. (2022) discussed
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the fact that relativistic and ultra-relativistic electrons should be

considered as completely different populations, since not only

the latter are rarer, and occurring solely below geosynchronous

orbit, but also due to the different acceleration and loss

mechanisms involved. Our results are in agreement with this

discussion and indicate an even more complicated behavior.

Concerning the long-lasting debate between radial diffusion and

local acceleration, our observational results do not provide a robust

conclusion. For the near-equatorial (K = 0.03G1/2RE) core relativistic

population (μ= 1,000MeV/G, E = 1–2MeV in the heart of the outer

radiation belt), PSD radial profiles are consistent with the

mechanism of gyro-resonant acceleration with chorus waves. On

the other hand, for the near-equatorial (K = 0.03 G1/2RE) ultra-

relativistic population (μ = 5,000 MeV/G, E = 2.8–5MeV in the

heart of the outer radiation belt), the increasing radial gradients in

PSD suggest enhanced radial diffusion of approximately 2 MeV

electrons from L* = 5 to lower drift shells. Another supporting

evidence for this two-step acceleration scenario is the 3 mHz peak in

the ULF power spectral density. Nevertheless, our lack of sufficient

high-energy electron flux measurements does not exclude the

existence of rising peaks beyond L* = 5 or simultaneous

contribution from local acceleration driven by chorus waves.

These results are also in agreement with Zhao et al. (2019) who

conducted a superposed analysis using 19 storms with multi-MeV

electron enhancements, verifying the two-step acceleration scenario,

previously suggested by Jaynes et al. (2015). On the other hand,

Katsavrias et al. (2019b) showed that in the case of the April-May

event of 2017 the two-step acceleration scenario could not explain

electron enhancements higher than 5MeV, in the heart of the outer

radiation belt, simply because it would require a population of

approximately 6 MeV around geosynchronous orbit, which is not

supported by REPT measurements. Recently, Allison et al. (2021)

suggested that periods of significant depletion of electron density

(less than 10 cm−3) favor local acceleration up to 7.7 MeV due to

abrupt increase of the energy diffusion coefficients. This feature

exists also during the event studied in this paper. Nevertheless, it

cannot explain the 9.9 MeV electron enhancement since the increase

begins before the enhancement of 7.7 MeV electrons. Furthermore,

the latter mechanism does not rule out the radial diffusion process

concerning the μ = 5,000 MeV/G electrons (at least during this

event), as the erosion of the plasmasphere down to low L-shells also

favors the deep penetration of intense ULF waves (Georgiou et al.,

2015). Unfortunately, the datasets used in this study do not allow the

examination of PSD at such high energies. The aforementioned

results indicate that the actual acceleration process possibly includes

more than two steps.

Another important feature is the dependence of the PSD

radial profile shape on the second adiabatic invariant. As shown

by the results in (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3), PSD at

high K values exhibits more pronounced rising peaks concerning

the core relativistic population. Moreover, chorus acceleration at

high K values seems to be the dominant mechanism for the

5,000 MeV/G electron enhancement. This is consistent with the

fact that radial diffusion acts mostly on near-equatorial

mirroring electrons (Elkington et al., 2003; Fei et al., 2006).

The dependence of loss mechanisms on the second adiabatic

invariant has been investigated in several studies (Turner et al.,

2014; Usanova et al., 2014). Here we argue that a more

comprehensive investigation of the dependence of

acceleration mechanisms on K is required.

6 Conclusion

We studied the period of July to October 2019, when a sequence

of consecutive, well defined, and isolated Corotating Interaction

Regions impacted the magnetosphere for four consecutive solar

rotations, dividing the time period in four CIR groups of similar

velocity structure, without any interposed Interplanetary Coronal

Mass Ejections. Even though the four CIR groups resulted in similar

geomagnetic storm activity, only the third out of the four groups

exhibited intense substorm activity and resulted in prolonged chorus

and Pc4-5 wave activity, as well as significant multi-MeV electron

enhancements up to 9.9 MeV in the heart of the outer Van Allen

radiation belt.

In this, observation-based, part of our study, we exploited

data from several missions (Van Allen Probes, Galileo, Arase,

THEMIS) in order to investigate the properties of the third CIR

group, covering August to mid-September of 2019. We presented

PSD radial profiles for three electron populations (μ = 100, 1,000,

and 5,000 MeV/G), investigating their PSD radial profile

dependence on the values of the second adiabatic invariant K,

ranging from near-equatorial to off equatorial mirroring

populations. Our results concerning the third CIR group are

summarized as follows:

• The combination of elevated Vsw along with

persistently southward Bz resulted in enhanced

magnetic reconnection at the dayside magnetopause,

leading to the manifestation of an extreme substorm

series, followed by intense seed electron injections to the

inner magnetosphere, which in turn led to the excitation

of chorus waves.

• The elevated Vsw and prolonged Psw pulse led to the

excitation of ULF Pc4-5 waves, with the magnetic

component of their power spectral density following the

behavior of the Psw, and the electric component following

the behavior of Vsw.

• Even though the flux increase exhibited few hours of time-

lag between the seed, relativistic and ultra-relativistic

electrons, the 9.9 MeV electrons were enhanced before

the 7.7 MeV population, suggesting that different

acceleration mechanisms take effect for each population.

• The depletion of electron density may have played a role in

the observed electron acceleration via the increase of

energy diffusion coefficients, but this mechanism seems
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to be able to support the acceleration of electrons only up to

7.7 MeV.

• The combination of multiple seed electron injections,

along with minimal losses via magnetopause shadowing,

as a result of low Psw, sustained the seed electron

population in the outer radiation belt, which seems to

be an important condition of efficient acceleration.

• All ultra-relativistic electron populations were enhanced

below geosynchronous orbit, indicating that MEO

missions should be required for studying these

populations effectively.

• The fact that only one out of the four studied CIR groups

produced such an intense multi-MeV electron

enhancement emphasizes that the common geomagnetic

indices (e.g., SYM-H, Kp) are insufficient in characterizing

radiation belt dynamics.

• The PSD profiles of near-equatorial mirroring electrons

(K = 0.03 G1/2RE) indicated that local acceleration by

chorus waves was dominant for the relativistic electrons

(μ = 1,000 MeV/G, E = 1–2 MeV at L* = 4.5)

• Even though the lack of sufficient data made the

determination of the dominant acceleration mechanism

unclear, the 5,000 MeV/G population was probably

enhanced via inward radial diffusion driven by Pc4-5

waves.

• The electron PSD profiles are dependent on the chosen

values of the second adiabatic invariant, with higher K

values corresponding to more pronounced local

acceleration by chorus waves; however, this may be due

to the radial diffusion being more effective on near-

equatorial mirroring populations.

A comprehensive investigation of the dependence of

acceleration mechanisms on K, combined with simulations of

the outer belt at different μ values, is required in order to reach

any robust conclusions.
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emfisis.physics.uiowa.edu/Flight/RBSP-A/L4/2019/. The Van

Allen Probes data are available at: https://rbsp-ect.

newmexicoconsortium.org/data_pub/. The Arase (ERG)

science data are provided by the ERG Science Center

operated by ISAS/JAXA and ISEE/Nagoya University at:

https://ergsc.isee.nagoya-u.ac.jp/index.shtml.en (Miyoshi

et al., 2018b). The present study analyzed MGF-L2 8 s spin-

averaged data v03_04 and v04_04 (10.34515/DATA.ERG-

06001), HEP-L3 pitch angle sorted electron flux data v01_00

(10.34515/DATA.ERG-01002), and Orbit L3 v01 data (10.

34515/DATA.ERG-12001). Galileo data are available to users

from European member states registered at the European

Global Navigation Satellite Systems Agency (GNSS) science

support centre website: https://gssc.esa.int/. The ONERA/

THEMIS flux database is available at: https://craterre.onera.

fr/data/THEMIS_A/sste/cdf/.
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